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Show-business legend Dick Van Dyke can be living proof that life does get better the longer you live it.' how
he met his late-in-life-like Arlene;t have to act your actual age.t just a born song-and-dance man; I don'
When he was injured during the filming of Chitty Chitty Bang Bang, his doctor warned him he'd be using a
walker within seven years, but Dick performed a soft shoe right there and never looked back. If I need to
sing, I sing.t take into account the method I am likely to act at my age &#150; and additional spirited
friends and family.s describing the satisfaction he consumes his habitual appointments to the supermarket;
Whether he's entering his ninth decade with a jaunty two-step? or how he sprung back again, livelier than
ever, from a near-death knowledge, Dick's optimistic outlook can be an invigorating tonic for anybody who
needs a reminder that existence should be lived with enthusiasm despite what the calendar says. There is
absolutely no such issue as &#145;You don' Van Dyke isn' There is no way you need to behave.t have even
to experience it. And if it does try to elbow its method into your life, there is no need to pay attention. If
I am out purchasing and hear music playing in a shop, I start to dance.In EXCERSICE, Dick Van Dyke
offers his very own playful anecdotes and advice, along with insights from his brother, actor Jerry Van
Dyke; I read books and get worked up about new ideas. I love myself. his irrepressible belief in embracing
the moment and unleashing his internal child has became the ultimate elixir of youth. his friend and creator
of The Dick Van Dyke Display, Carl Reiner; or at any age. As far as I understand, there is absolutely no
manual for old age. There is no test you have to move. You don'&#147;age appropriate. Who easier to offer
instruction, suggestions, and humor than somebody who'When people ask my secret to staying youthful at
an age when getting up and down from your own chair on your own is known as an accomplishment, guess
what happens I inform them?&#145;Excersice.'”&#150; Dick Van Dyke
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You Might Just END UP Enjoying EVERY DAY More After SCANNING THIS Let me start by saying you
don't have to be in the sunset years to appreciate, enjoy, or be motivated by this book. I am in my thirties.
Entertaining Read Love his 1st book and this book doesn't disappoint possibly.. Well worth reading! If you
have a problem with living in the Today or could use a reminder in what really issues in life, this is an
enjoyable method to get a small tune-up. Dick Van Dyke is usually turning ninety this season (Don't simply
tell him that...he's pioneering the "Gray Privileges Movement") and won't act his age. His wellness, spirit, and
general outlook on life are like this of a boy... Proved my style and character finished up mimicking Rob
Petrie. Thank you, Carl Reiner, for writing these funny and well written shows. This reserve is so very
much fun. The positive side is his tone is humble and modest. The unfavorable side is sometimes it rambles
(going for a page or two of detour to get his stage across), but even though it does, it continues to be
interesting and fun. If you're like me, and you sometimes feel like you have one foot already in the grave,
this could have you inspired to view life differently. Don't believe of this as a self-help book. Think of it as a
sensible and loveable grandfather moving along pearls of wisdom about the secrets of an extended, healthy,
enjoyable life.If you are a fan of his function, and did not go through his 2012 memoir, I would suggest
starting there. This book does re-cover a few of that ground (therefore, my only reason behind giving it
four superstars, as I felt go for anecdotes were a little redundant) but it's definitely different more than
enough to justify buying. His memoir is just that---the story of a Hollywood legend. This book is even more
practical and ideal for everyday insights to a better life---whether at 90 or any age. SUPER Information
From Dick Van Dyke. Dick Van Dyke should be a very interesting and fun person to have got throughout
the house..He's a National TREASURE!!! This book can be an absolute DELIGHT! If Mr. The style is very
conversational, as though you're listening to him speak on a televised interview. Just sorry the publication
ended.. And, I found myself looking for a wife with a persona, likeability, and, yes, beauty, like Laura Petrie
(Mary Tyler Moore). It really is complete of optimism, but not denial...just some really healthy, down-toEarth tips that have helped HIM keep a healthy, active life.!.and that would help all of us. His available,
conversational way of composing makes you feel like you're seated with him having a sit down elsewhere. I
enjoyed every phrase. I completely love this book. Reading this puts my mom in an excellent mood I bought
this for my lately widowed 79 year outdated mother and she loves it. She says it really is funny, light, easy
reading and it places her in an excellent mood. She stated that Dick Van Dyke is a wonderful storyteller and
the reserve is a satisfaction to read. Exactly like his theme tune with words compiled by More Amsterdam
A very positive outlook from Dick Van Dyke on aging. Humorous, compassionate, and shows that a positive
attitude is among the major elements of surviving to a ripe later years. Never give up. Just like his theme
song with words compiled by More Amsterdam .So you think that you have problems, well trouble's a
bubble.Therefore tell old Mr. Problems to get lost.You will want to hold your head up high and, stop crying,
start trying,also keep in mind to keep your fingertips crossed.When you discover the pleasure of living, is
loving and providing,you'll be there when the winning dice are tossed.A smile, is a frown that's turned upside
down,so smile and that frown will defrost, and don't forgetto keep your fingers crossed. The tales and
suggestions are priceless. I was married over 24 months when I noticed a re-run on Television and realized
I married a “Laura Petrie” type girl without realizing it! Like with all your heart. Keep carefully the wonder
of life alive in your heart. Dick Van Dyke is usually a comedy legend Enjoyed reading. I remember viewing the
Dick Van Dyke show with my family when We was in grade college." I wish he'd write more anecdotal
tidbits about his encounters with the Dick Van Dyke Show (maybe another book? Ever since then, I've been
a fan. Inspiring As far as I am concerned this reserve should be read by the young and also the old.I really
enjoyed this reserve. I think younger people should also read it to really have the best attitude about
getting older. This is an excellent book! It was among our favorite shows and it was a big deal to watch it
collectively.) and I desire it had more webpages.. I learned some factors I didn't understand before.
Wonderful man. Great read Dick Van Dyke is definitely warm, funny, charming and on the mark about most

things in life. Reading this book was like curling up following to your grandfather (something I never had
the opportunity to accomplish) and listening to his sage information. If you want to figure out how to
stay young-at-center, who better to study from than Dick Van Dyke? Watched the Dick Van Dyke Present
every week while growing up, ended up using Dick as a role model for what sort of man and a dad ought to
be. This book really captures the reader’s attention and is really worth one’s time.I just have two "wishes.!.
Touching, optimistic, loving and practical - it just doesn't get any better than this!!. I think most mature
people would appreciate scanning this book. He offers a wonderful perspective on growing older, and does so
with humor and fun.. He is around 90 now, and this book covers many aspects of his life and give some
excellent advice for those facing the experience of aging. the name "EXCERSICE" says everything. He’s
lived an excellent life! His writing design is somewhat rambling, nonetheless it is extremely entertaining to
read -- almost as though he were sitting over the table speaking with you. He's a great actor, an excellent
comedic actor, and certainly a great person. It is so inspiring and uplifting and I love his perspective about
growing older.. I understand he must have a huge selection of other tales about his life and show business
profession he hasn’t shared up to now. Keep moving Dick and please keep writing..That sums up an era.
Easy and quick read. Fun read Entertaining book. Like his attitude on lifestyle. Didn't learn anything on the
subject of staying active I have been reading books written by older people hoping I can get suggestions
on aging and remaining healthy. Well.. AN EXCELLENT Read Dick Van Dyke has been a favorite entertainer
of mine for a long time..probably Dick van Dyke can get away with dancing in the grocery store but I
wouldn't be comfortable doing that. The main thing I learned from this reserve is that he constantly wants
to be the center of interest. When his wife was in a present, he proceeded to go onstage and joined her.
At a Christmas party where there carolers performing, he insisted on singing with them. Just a couple of
examples. I absolutely loved it. Wonderful book!still, I needed the message of this reserve. It's amusing and
interesting. Great actor. Van Dyke can be taking reservations for a couple more grandchildren I'll happily
apply for the positioning.and his zest for living is contagious! This reserve is his suggestions on conditioning,
mental acuity, spiritual and emotional well being, dealing with grief, and several other topics.a assortment of
tales from his life, some of the health issues he's had to handle, and above all, what sort of youthful
attitude may take you quite a distance. Hard work, good attitude, perseverance, goals, try, fail, try again. I
recommend it to anyone who programs on aging. He does as much as he is able to and sets an example for
all those. Fun book to learn from a comedic legend. Dick Van Dyke is a comedy legend. Great read. Very
interesting to learn about him through ... Great read. Extremely interesting to learn about him through the
years.Overall I must say i enjoyed it and highly recommend it. Just finished scanning this wonderful book.
Maybe that's his idea of being active but to me it seems like someone hogging the spotlight.We read it very
quickly!
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